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It's finally here!

Masters PoolMasters Pool
  

All I need is for you to answer who will win, and what the winning score will

be. I will be at Augusta this week and will pick out a prize for the winner

from the merchandise tent! 

Entries will be taken all the way up to Thursday morning at 9 a.m.

Click here to enter.

Time is running out

Only one week remainingOnly one week remaining

  Titleist is offering their Pro V1, Pro V1X, and AVX golf ball promotion, where

you Buy 3 Dozen and Get 1 Dozen Free. This is a great way to stock up for

the upcoming season and get your golf ball personalized for free.

Final order date of April 22nd. 
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Reserve now >Reserve now >

Book your spot now!

Only 20 spots remaining for our signature eventOnly 20 spots remaining for our signature event

Our traditional format will continue: a five-match round robin event within

each flight, followed by a four-hole medal play competition among the

flight winners, and the “wild card” teams to determine the overall

tournament champion.

Click here to read all the details.
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The TWA Days Invitational will be the highlight of the season at Glen View

Club and we hope that you are able to participate. It will provide a

wonderful opportunity to show your guest our fabulous Club, while sharing

in competition and camaraderie with friends. We look forward to your

participation. If you have any questions, please
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The big idea in 2019
 

Softer, faster, straighterSofter, faster, straighter
 

We have to laugh when industry experts talk about dialing the golf ball

back so that the game becomes more of a challenge. Hands up those who

want the game to be more challenging. We’re betting that there wasn’t

many of you. 
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When the history of the

development of the golf ball

is updated then 2015 – 2018

will be all about lower

compression. During that

period designers found ways

to make golf balls softer while

still retaining the traditional

performance characteristics.

 

However, 2019 represents the start of a new golden age for golfers. Without

losing the softer feel,  the early brand releases all reflect the manufacturers’

passion for added speed and longer distance.

 

Continuing advances in the core (graduating the

softness; dual-cores) is allowing the compression to

remain low, but the COR to be increased. We’ve

noticed the ball “exploding” off the face with some

of the new releases.

 

The covers are also becoming more and more

proprietary as each manufacturer seeks to create

differentiation. In some of the new golf balls, the

changes add both speed and durability.

 

“If you don’t lose many golf balls, then durability

becomes more important. You don’t want a spin-

ripping wedge shot to damage the cover. If you lose

golf balls, then durability is not as important as

nding a golf ball that doesn’t veer of ine as much

(lower spinning)."

 

 You are not Dustin Johnson You are not Dustin Johnson
 



Playing the golf ball your Tour hero plays makes no sense. They have a

swing characteristic and consistency that is likely very different to yours. So,

while you’re having an assessment or some coaching invest some time

with us in matching your swing characteristics to a golf ball that helps your

game on every hole you play.
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The best for you
 

An improvement changing your gameAn improvement changing your game
 

If you want to go from experiencing an average golf game to a better golf

game, where you take more frustration-free walks down fairways and then

step with an excited bounce towards a green full of opportunity after a

sweet approach shot:

 

 

 

Then often a small change, from steering the golf ball to releasing the

clubhead through the golf ball, results in:

 

Certainly extra distance. More than you might

imagine. A surprise to everyone you play with. 
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De nitely straighter tee shots and approach

shots. More fairways from the tee. More greens

on approach.

 

More solid, more consistent ball striking. More

satisfaction at the end of every round.

 

Forget winning. Forget trophies. Hitting better

golf shots makes the whole world a better,

happier place. Golf should be the therapy for

life!

 

Get a better experienceGet a better experience
 

What would cause you to smile more often on the golf course? What

would give you cause for celebration? If “greater consistency” of ball

striking will help deliver a smile or celebration,
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Share 

 

This mail was sent to {{contact.contact_email}} by Kyle Bauer and is provided as a

service for the members and guests of Glen View Club and has been supported and

sponsored by advertisers in this email and our partner suppliers. For any queries

contact us on 847-729-3611.
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